Abstract—Due to the emergence of many three-dimensional (3D) human motion databases, it has been a new challenge to effectively use motions to capture databases through analyzing and handling data about human motions. However, in-depth image has currently been a critical means to capture in-depth information about 3D human motions. Through this means, we can realize the retrieval and recognition of 3D human motions by carrying out data dimension reductions and feature fusion based on manifold-learning clustering methods on in-depth features of data about 3D human motions that we extracted.
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I. INTRODUCTION

With the development as well as mature of motion capture and 3D scanning techniques, high-definition video technology has been improved constantly. Since 3D human motion data generated through various approaches in every year have been larger and larger, numerous 3D human motion databases have been established. Therefore, it has profound theoretical meanings as well as vital practical values to use these databases rationally and efficiently, to realize effective retrieval and recognition of 3D human motion databases, to use data that have been analyzed in recreation of 3D human motion data and to finally use them in fields including digital media.[1][2].

Extracting in-depth features is currently an effective means in field of features extraction of 3D motions. In a scene, the distances between points and cameras can be expressed by in-depth images. In other words, the value of each pixel on in-depth images is the distance between corresponding point and camera lens in the scene. In motion capture techniques, in-depth information are very important information that can compensate information losses caused during the process from 3D spaces to 2D image mapping. It is their importance that forced researchers to explore numerous means for obtaining them. While in researches based on in-depth data, there emerges a great many of cheap in-depth cameras with higher precision, such as kinect produced by Microsoft, due to the reform and development of technologies. However, the precision rate of recognition is disguisedly promoted for in-depth data are major expressed by distance.

II. BACKGROUND

Compared with traditional RGB images, in-depth images can illustrate 3D space information. When scenes in traditional images are converted from 3D to 2D, in-depth distance information are lost. However, by combining in-depth images with RGB images, 3D scenes can be recovered correctly, which can promote the precision of human motion recognition. In a in-depth image, every pixel point can stand for a real distance between objects in a scene. Then, how to apply these distance information in recognizing human motions has been a hot issue in the field of computer vision. However, as the release of relatively cheap sensors that can obtain in-depth image data, such as kinect produced by Microsoft, human motion recognition that based on in-depth images has been developed intensively.

As for features extraction on in-depth images, it can be classified into global features extraction and local features extraction. Recent years, researchers have achieved a lot findings in researches aiming at human motion recognition relevant to in-depth images.[4][5][6].

In reality, before kinect, there had been plenty of researches on how to acquire in-depth information of a scene. In the working of Matyunin[3] et al., they acquire in-depth images through stereoscopic vision, while we collect RGB images through setting common cameras in certain angles. Since this method cannot correctly acquire in-depth information in a scene, we can apply multilevel collecting method in solving this problem and compared with traditional cameras, this idea has been a great progress.

There is a common idea to apply research achievements on RGB images in in-depth images. In the working of Tang et al.[7]., they applied features of motion history images mentioned above in in-depth images.

In the working of Zhao et al.[8]., they had once normalized in-depth images into gray scale images, after which features of spatio-temporal interest points mentioned above are extracted. However, this means does not take features of in-depth images into full play. Meanwhile, it cannot well use 3D space information.
that it expresses. But, it is indeed a good idea for extracting features of spatio-temporal interest points on in-depth images, for it is a common idea to extract interest points before extracting features of every interest point. This idea is commonly used by domestic scholars.

The another common idea is to extract some new features based on features of in-depth images. In the working of Li et al[5], they adapted an idea to project in-depth images. First of all, they extract the area that people located from in-depth images, after which projection will be carried out from three directions to extract pixel points from the edges of three 2D data obtained after projection. These pixel points can be regarded as current feature expressions of people.

III. IN-DEPTH FEATURE EXTRACTION

Integrating efficiency and precision, we used the feature of Three Dimensional Motion History Images(3D-MHIs). This feature presents motions of objects in the way of brightness based on the template method of vision. When the motion gets closer to current time, its gray scale value will be higher, or its corresponding motion area in the picture will be brighter. When we get a video sequence, we first carry out background subtraction on it. Then, subtraction of foreground figures will be operated. 3D MHI is a expansion of traditional MHI. Supposing that M = [m1,m2, ..., mn] is a video sequence, of which mi is i-th pause and n is the amount of all pauses or the length of the video. Then, supposing that mt(x,y) is the pixel point on the x-th line and y-th row in the i-th frame, the formula used for computing features of MHI is shown as below:

\[ H_i(x, y) = \begin{cases} t, & \frac{1}{t} m_i(x, y) - m_{i-1}(x, y) > \alpha \\ \text{Max}(0, m_{i-1}(x, y) - 1) & \text{else} \end{cases} \]

The effect of 3D-MHIs feature is much higher than other in-depth images features. However, the advantages in computing efficiency and storage spaces of 3D-MHIs feature are obvious: we neither need to keep previous image W and motion areas, nor do we need to carry out further operation on these data, as a result of which, it is high-efficiency, time-saving and space-saving. These are reasons why we use 3D-MHIs feature among methods we mentioned in this paper. What’s the most noteworthy is that when we get in-depth images, we need to compute the size of bounding box around human based on in-depth videos. However, we cannot ensure that the height and profile of all performers are the same. Therefore, we need to operate normalization to them to make their pixel unified at 64×64. As a result, dimension of 3D-MHIs feature is 12288. This a huge figure. For this reason, we need to carry out dimension reduction on extracted in-depth data.

IV. DIMENSION REDUCTION AND FUSION

We adapted Isomap in the fusion and dimension reduction of features above. ISOMAP is a means for manifold learning, while manifold is a notion in topology. Here, a manifold can be simply understood as a n-dimensional hook face in space \( R^n \) determined by \( f(x) = 0, x \in R^n \) and it represents a topological space with Euclid spread everywhere in some part, while local Euclidean feature means that every point in the space has a neighborhood. However, Euclidean space is the most simple example for manifold, just like spherical surface like the earth is a slightly more complex one. General manifold can be adhered by some twisted straight pieces. ISOMAP is a typical spectral-analyzing manifold learning method. This dimension-reduction method features isometric mapping based on certain image space. Isometric mapping supposes that mapping from higher dimensional spaces to lower ones keeps geodesic distance remain unchanged between two points. In other words, as for two points \( m,m \) on manifold as well as their projection on mapping \( \phi, \theta, \theta' \), there is a formula \( G(m, m') = \| \theta - \theta' \| \). In this formula, distance between two points on manifold \( G(m, m') \) can be regarded as the minimum distance that a bug crawls from \( m \) to \( m' \) on manifold.

According to ISOMAP, it will be meaningful for two points on manifold when they have a relatively smaller Euclidean distance. Therefore, in this algorithm, adjacent image is first established with each point being connected only with its adjacent points. Manifold distance between two points in the same neighborhood approaches from their Euclidean distance, while manifold distance between two points in different neighborhood approaches from their minimum Dijkstra distance on adjacent image.

If we got N data points \( \{x_i\}_i^n \), the procedures of clustering algorithm based on manifold learning will be listed as follows:

Major procedures of ISOMAP algorithm:

1. Establish a adjacency matrix G. There are two methods that can decide G’s edges: \( \varepsilon \) neighborhood and K neighborhood. When point j is in point i’s \( \varepsilon \) neighborhood, a edge with weight as \( d_{ij} \) will be established between i and j.

2. Computing the minimum distance between points by Dijkstra or Flyod algorithm, we can get a matrix DG, in which all elements are minimum approaches of every pair of points in G:

\[ D_G = \{d_G(i, j)\} \]

3. Carry out feature decomposition on L to get feature values of the top m \( \{\lambda_i\}_i^m \) as well as their corresponding feature vector \( \{v_i\}_i^m \).
So far, we get 3D human motion data based on in-depth features. We can apply these data in recognition and retrieval of human motion data, for follow-up and traditional framework of in-depth features as well as video features will realize the establishment and fusion of multimoding human databases.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT

To show the effectiveness of this algorithm, we first verify it based on public data set MSR-ACTION 3D. There are 25 different motions with each contained multiple fragments in this data set. As a result, we get 781 in-depth videos whose resolution are 320 × 240. Then, we extract in-depth features and use manifold-learning dimension-reduction methods on this data set. After, that motion recognition and retrieval are carried out.

As is shown in the figure below, recognition rate we acquired (DFDR method) is 89.1%. Compared with traditional methods for feature extraction, recognition rate of motion data extracted from in-depth features is higher than that from traditional methods. Comparative results are shown in the figure below.

![Fig.1 Comparison of the performance of conventional method with DFDR](image)

Meanwhile, make a comparison on data sets of different motion data between this algorithm and others. As is shown in Table I, Table II, we found that the recognition rate of motion recognition of in-depth features aiming at complex motions is higher than other traditional means. This manifested that in-depth features can reflect the nature of human motions more precisely.

Comparisons on dimension-reduction algorithms, Table 3 is the comparison on retrieval time and precision of human motion retrieval system between classic PCA algorithms and dimension-reduction algorithm based on expanded ISOMAP. From it, we can find that some key information are lost in dimension reduction process when PCA dimension-reduction algorithm is used in some complex human motions, leading to the reduction of retrieval precision. As for ISOMAP, it conforms to the nonlinearity of human motions and it does not cause a large increase in retrieval time. Therefore, its adaptation is better than PCA dimension-reduction algorithm.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Motion clips</th>
<th>Recognition time(second)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Motion recognition by CIT</td>
<td>Motion recognition by DFDR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N=2000</td>
<td>N=10000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A(56)</td>
<td>2.7713s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B(113)</td>
<td>2.9113s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C(172)</td>
<td>3.8193s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D(278)</td>
<td>5.1923s</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

When it comes to a unknown motion, the first thing we need to do is to extract in-depth features of 3D human motion according to in-depth image. Then, through dimension-reduction algorithm, we can realized feature fusion and data reduction which will be brought to motion recognition and retrieval system before we get recognition and handle results.
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